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i  Tlirough the dialectical method the objective of the article
was to analyze the process of the elaboration of modern laws, 
considering their structure and main problems. There is a major 
stracture and problems inherent in the modern law-making 
process described in the article. Tlie stracture of law-making 
comprises four parts: 1. Cognitive-anahtical part; 2. Theoretical 
foundations of the legal norms and acts they dictate; 3. Validation 

of legal act or norm; 4. Monitoring of relevant rules and legal acts. Tlie main 
legislative task is to draft legal norms that stimulate the active development 
of all parts of the State and societ\' through a deep perception of all related 
processes, including those involving standard-setting. It is concluded that 
the main factor affecting the qualit\' of legislation is the lack of a uniform 
legislative basis for the issuance of legal acts. There seems to be a real need 
to develop a uniform legislative act on the law-making process. The Code 
containing general and specific parts of each law must be developed.
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El proceso moderno de elaboracion de leyes: 
estriictura у principales problemas

Resumen

Mediante el metodo dialectico el objetivo del articulo fiie analizar el 
proceso de la elaboracion de leyes modernas, considerando su estractura 
у principales problematicas. Hay ima estractura у problemas principales 
inherentes al proceso moderno de elaboracion de leyes que se descnben 
en el articulo. La estractura de la elaboracion de leyes comprende cuatro 
partes: 1. Parte cognitiva-analitica; 2. Fundamentos teoricos de las normas 
juridicas у actos que dictan; 3. Validacion de acto о norma juridica; 4. 
Seguimiento de las normas у actos legales pertinentes. La principal tarea 
legislativa es redactar las normas legales que estimulen un desarrollo activo 
de todas las partes del Estado у de la sociedad a traves de una percepcion 
profunda de todos los procesos relacionados, incluidos los que presentan el 
establecimiento de normas. Se concluye que el principal factor que afecta la 
calidad de la legislacion es la falta de un fimdamento legislativo uniforme 
que determine la emision de actos juridicos. Parece surgir la necesidad real 
de desarrollar un acto legislativo uniforme sobre el proceso de elaboracion 
de leyes. Se debe desarrollar el Codigo que contiene partes generales у 
especlficas de cada ley.

Palabras clave: proceso legislativo; norma juridica; estractura de la ley; 
problemas de la legislacion; leyes modernas.

Introduction

The public relationships are mainly formed in unregulated fashion as 
affected by social, economic, political and other processes continuously 
changing in state. The precondition for legal norms issuing is perception of 
the situations, factors and enactments promoting the development of the 
public relationships legally regulated for the convenience of social progress. 
Tlie lawf-making acti\dt>' to regulate public relationships is firstly associated 
with relationships ordering via law' norms which requires providing certain 
forms and patterns -  it means the relationships should be formally defined 
and expressed via language of the terms, categories and institutions which 
are we l-kno\\Ti and familiar to the law sciences (Besson and Marti, 2018; 
Kozenkova et a l, 2021). It should be taken into account that legal normative 
acts are issued by different law-making bodies differing form each other \da 
rank and competence as w'ell as varied properties. This state of things has 
a strong influence on available laws and by-laws nature which can often 
contradict each other (Widiati, 2018; BobroMiyk et a l, 2020). All listed 
above determines the introduction of the new science with its stracture



and main problems of scientific concerning’s. The structure of law-making 
as new science is closely related to the legal act ranking. Ranking of the 
statutoiy acts assumes a subsequence for their location from inferior 
acts to the superior ones taking into account their power as well as their 
intersubordination related to other statutoiy acts (Nemirova and Savelyeva, 
2020; Gava et a l, 2021).

1. Methods

To describe the legal events and facts, the general scientific dialectic 
method is used. When classifying four parts of law-making as science, 
different techniques and methods are used. Tliose are analyses and 
synthesis, inductive and deductive methods, comparing, formal method. 
Formal logical approach is used when analyzing the mechanism of creation 
of the new legal terms dealing \vith main law-making tasks. Using of 
techniques and methods fi’om above could add and slightly modif\' the 
general dialectic methods to make it to sen'e the new researching needs 
and objectives. The new modifications of the method would fill the research 
objectives they are charged with.

2. Discussion and Results

Currently, the legal science mainly considers the law-making process as 
authorized state bodies’ activities aimed to production as well as change 
and cancels of legal norms (Besson and Marti, 2018; Magradze, 2020). 
Such approach to understand the law-making addresses pertinently to one 
of its paities which is legal norm drafting when the legal norm is produced 
by authorized body and then enforced in acting.

However, the law-making should not be deduced to understand it only 
as the activity for legal act issuing as far as it solves the broader tasks. In a 
fair tiy that the law-making covers even more significant range of activities: 
1) Preparation of legal act concept and project; 2) Detection of the need 
to regulate legally some or other public relationships; 3) Determination of 
regulative character and power direction (Gava et a l, 2021).

Tlie law-making subject also uses other demands to their content: 1) An 
agreement between public relationships progressively developing, social 
interests, needs and legal norms; 2) Correctly determined need to regulate 
legally some or other relationships; 3) Legitimacy of legal acts themselves, 
their accordance to international, constitutional and other superior 
norms; 4) An agreement betw'een legal norms and commonly received 
moral, habit norms, big-hearted, human and faiiy ideas, universal values;



5) Clarity, apprehensibility, luciditj' of the legal provisions; 6) Correct 
determination of legal regulation level; 7) Non-contradictive legal norms, 
their systematization; 8) Presence of necessaiy duty norms, the character 
of the legal sanctions (Bobrovnyk et a i, 2020).

In other words, when creating the legal norms, the law-making subjects 
have to take into account many factors associated not only \vith standard 
setting but with solving the tasks of the larger scale: promoting the further 
development of whole state legal system and public relationships established 
therein, striking their modernization, preventing of social conflicts and 
establishing of legal mechanisms for their annihilation, etc (Konasinghe, 
2020; Nemirova and Savelyeva, 2020).

The main law-making task is to wiite the legal norms stimulating an 
active development of all state and societ\' parts via profound perception 
of all processes related including those presenting the standard setting. 
W ien drafting the legal acts, the law-making subject should resolve the 
task consisting of three main components: noesis, acti\dty and result, which 
form relatively complete cycle when their dialectic mutual transition takes 
place (Konasinghe, 2020). Writing the legal norm outside of this cycle seems 
not to be possible because its wiiting must be drawTi fi’om the needs that 
may have been indicated \da noesis and procedures of authorized bodies for 
norm issuing succeeding thereafter.

However, the legal acts developed are not practically science- 
backgrounded, are w itten  topically of the day and do not consider the main 
trends of social, economic, and political development of state and society. 
Tliis causes their rapid obsoleting. Tlie legal acts issued do not encourage the 
public relationships participants to obsei-ve them. The law-making subjects 
formulate the legal pro\dsions mainly via conventional way when behavior 
nile and sanction for its break-up are provided. In contemporaiy legal 
reality, the law-making solution should maximally contain the indorsements 
for active willful obsei-vations of the normative provisions promoted by all 
parties of relationships via inclusion of all interests in the modification 
of legal norm. It is understood that legal norms must regulate the public 
relationships as well as spur their development in the direction and in the 
interests of all state and society rather than for individual interested group. 
Tlie law-making subjects give the go-by a stage of perception of the needs for 
public relationships regulation and so that make the law'-making solutions 
without necessaiy background, executability, controllability. A  durabilitj' of 
such legal acts are also neglected (Umedov, 2021; Gava et a i, 2021).

Moreover, the most important factor influencing the w'hole qualitj' of 
law-making is the absence of uniform legislative procedures determining 
an order for drafting and issuing of Russian acts.



All of these problems and other find out by the scientists are also caused 
by the fact that legal science describing the law-making process, as uniform 
law-making activity' background had not been yet formed.

So that, the law-making subjects must assume that elaborating the 
law-making solution is a unified whole process that covers also the noesis 
or investigation of given public relationships and then the elaborating 
of legal norms aimed at regulation of the relationships. Without a stage 
of perception of the nature, content of public relationships, without 
definition of the grounds causing the objective need to enforce legally the 
jublic relationships, it is untenable to include them into the only possible 
egal form. This is due to the fact that at the first stage the law-making 

subject investigates the public relationships for the objective need and 
real possibilitj' to regulate them \ia legal norms, i.e. percepts their legal 
content, while at the second stage it creates a project of suitable norm which 
is capable to provide the qualitative functioning of the relationships, i.e. the 
form by which the indicated content could be expressed is then determined 
(BobroMiyk et a i, 2020).

Tlie modern state-of-art of law-making theoiy as whole systematized 
legal science constituting the grounds for law-making activit\' is insufficient 
(Mcnamara et oL, 2019). The law-making sciences and procedures for legal 
solutions develop without significant interaction. An evident contradiction 
has raised: the recent needs for scientific comprehension and theoretical 
background of law-making activity are not firstly taken into considerations 
by law-making bodies, which continue to issue the legal acts following trials 
and feedback, and secondly, they are poorly considered in law-making 
theoiy that is formed without scientific concept and system in the vagarious 
way (Nemirova and Savelyeva, 2020).

Numerous papers of Russian scientists concern this problem; a need 
to create the scientific backgrounds for law-making process is highlighted. 
The modern legal reform sets out a recent task to modifj' radically the 
jurisprudence followed by the setting apart individual norms with legal 
natiu-e for general state and law theoiy among wiiich the science dealing 
with ralemaking and legal workmanship called “nomography” must take 
rightful place (Magradze, 2020).

“Normographiya” i.e., science dealing with legal workmanships w'hich 
was presented to the scientific community w'ell qualifies its objective 
declared because it contains mainly the methodology to product one or 
others law-making solutions. Nevertheless, law'-making theoiy as individual 
legal science should not handle such narrow task. As law books note, 
the law'-making theoiy interest range should include all diversity' of law
making activities. It begins with the pre-project study of legal regulation 
scope, scientific background of the need and necessity to enforce legally 
the relevant public relationships and finishes with standard norm setting 
carried out during law-making process at all levels.



Moreover, the law-making theoiy being indi\ddual legal science must 
have owTi definitions, idealized theoretical models of solutions for tj'pical 
social events. Therefore, the law'-making theoiy must produce the scientific 
criteria of feasibility, quality and effectiveness for such of the solutions, to 
create own approaches to resolve the law-making tasks, to produce uniform, 
simple and readable legal terms, categories, institutions etc., that should be 
friendly to the setting bodies.

Generally, it is necessaiy to proceed from assumption that law-making 
as legal science is the law branch determining the public relationships to be 
regulated \ia legal norms, establishing the causes for the legal enforcing, 
proving an objective need to realize the legal provisions in the point of \dew 
of legal workmanship and presence of physical, human and other assets to 
do this well, and in the same way, it is the science studying the methods 
and procedures to issue the legal acts, ways to change, add and cancel them 
when considering the social, political and economic processes developing 
in the state.

As it happens, the law-making theoiy should be a scientific background 
of all legal act issuing process rather than standard setting because quality 
and effectiveness of legal regulation is firstly reached through the foundation 
of its necessity' and subsequently perfectiveness of legal norms issued.

Disregard of appeared needs for theoretical providing of the legal acts 
intensively issued at all law-making levels is to sidetrack a problem of 
necessity to transfer the law-making process from empirical field into the 
hemisphere where the solutions are made based on the scientific knowledge.

Due to this, law-making science should introduce in its subject matter all 
aspects of the law-making solution elaboration. Therefore, the law-making 
science must include the following sufficiently separate but then logically 
bracketed structural elements.

1. Cognitive-anahtical part. It is a primaiy stage allowing the law-making 
subject to find out and justify the need to regulate certain public relationships 
in normative manner. The law-making science has to create the procedures 
to find out such of relationships; to justify the objective needs making the 
legislator to their normative consolidation; to indicate the criteria by which a 
possibility to enforce legally the public relationships in \dew of rule-making 
procedures, physical assets and form of incorporation for realization of 
legal norms issued, is assessed; to provide for the determination ways of 
the consequences which could be appeared due to the legal norm acting; to 
elaborate the mechanism allowing to resolve the problem about possibility 
or impossibilitj' to control the legal norm realization.

At presence, it is the most difficult part of the law-making theoiy because 
it remains mostly outside of the Russian scientists’ eyesight.



2. Theoretical basics of the legal norms and acts issuing. This is a 
part concerning directly the issuing of legal norms due to their textual 
formulating.

Tlie law-making theoiy has to break new scientific ground for all cycle of 
legal enforcement of public relationships regulated:

1. Choice of law branch for public relationships to be regulated.

2. Specification of legal norm kind (imperative, dispositive) 
(Konasinghe, 2020).

3. Scientific background for legal norm content.

4. Proving of use of the modificateur giving the peculiarities to the 
legal norm realization.

5. Issuing a variation of the legal norm elaborated in accordance to 
the creative law-making principles etc.

6. Organizational culture is also shown to be an important factor in 
explaining compliance with the law (Gava et a l, 2021).

3. Validation of legal act or norm. Tliis part concerns the process of 
issuing the legal acts carried out by each of law-making subject.

Tlie law-making theoiy must produce the most important scientific 
traits to transfer the scientifically formulated text of the coming legal norms 
into the range of authorized state provisions mandatoiy for all persons 
addressed (Besson and Marti, 2018; Umedov, 2021).

As a rule, it comprises a long-term stage legislatively enforced as certain 
process regulations. For the present pui-pose, the law-making task is to 
create user-fiiendly and effective mechanism for issuing of qualitative legal 
norms and acts.

Tliese standards and rales may also stem fi’om other environmental 
conventions with differing contracting parties. To w'hich kind of standards 
and rules the reference is made is a question of intei-pretation and involves 
the risk of future disputes among the contracting parties and the organization 
if the reference does not relate to specific instraments (Romanovskaya et 
a l, 2020).

It should be born in mind that law-making process against political 
parties’ competition provides issuing uneasily poor legal acts different 
by their social, economic, and political content; as a rule, there are the 
acts voted by the ruling paitv' dominating the parliament. Tlie same 
phenomenon can be obsen'ed in medicine field, w'here society has chosen 
to use the concept of the profession as a means of organizing the senices 
of the healer, professionalism has come to sen'e as the basis of this social



contract (Magradze, 2020). Tlie law-making theoiy task is to find out the 
better decision to solve this problem.

4. Monitoring of relevant legal norms and acts. This part deals with the 
control over legal norms issued depending on their objectives and tasks.

This is the prime part of the law^-making science because law^-making 
solution monitoring is not systematic noŵ . This leads the collisions between 
some of legal acts of different levels as well as contradiction of some 
legal norms against each other. The legal norms are often not geared to 
perspective and long-term applications, many legal acts are inopportunely 
changed and added that leads to their slackness, so those acts require to be 
cancelled (Leino and Curtin, 2017; Mcnamara et a l, 2019).

The normative legal background of the law-making legal science is 
constituted by numerous legislative acts of Russian Federation and its 
subjects which raises certain difficulties for development of law-making 
theoiy tenns, categories and institutions, puts back the production of 
sufficient definitions to percept profoundly the processes associated with 
production and adoption of the law-making solutions.

As we suppose, clamant necessity' to develop the uniform legislative act 
concerning the law-making process in form of Law-making Code containing 
the General and Specific Parts has raised. Tolbert P & Stern R promoted the 
same idea in their paper (Konasinghe, 2020; Umedov, 2021).

Conclusions

Thus, as Russian law papers analysis shows, structure of the law-making 
science must include all processes of issuing legal norms and acts rather 
than standard setting process only including validation of legal norm. Tlie 
quality and effectiveness of legal regulation are pro\ided by its groundings 
and necessity arisen fi’om objective development of the public relationships 
in the first instance.

The quality of legal norms and acts issued should be surely provided 
by the law-making subjects. However, if public relationships regulation 
would not be scientifically grounded i.e. would not resulted fi’om the 
objective needs then legal act issued, even issued in the best manner from 
nile-making point of view, would never be effective and so deems to be 
cancelled. Therefore, the law-making science should comprise all of four 
stractural elements listed above.
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